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1

Introduction

Comparing with traditional energy grids, smart grid (SG) environments are much more complex. They will
connect various distributed physical systems, such as power plants, transmission and distribution
networks, together with their control equipment, as well as households, smart buildings and electrical
mobility including electrical cars and their charging points. From ICT point of view SG will not be anymore
an isolated closed island, but distributed system that will control, monitor and manage energy generation,
transmission & storage and support communicating energy markets including concepts such as active
demand, advanced distribution automation, etc.
Evolvement from stand-alone islands to interconnected open control networks coexisting with corporate
IT environments, markets and customers, introduces many safety and security threats. Additionally, the
industrial control systems used in the SGs are moving into the direction of commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) software and hardware products. These products are based on standard protocols such as e.g.
Internet Protocol for communication between control systems and field devices, commonly used
operating systems like Microsoft Windows, as well as hubs and switches. The open, interoperable and well
tested COTS products improve the control mechanisms and communication between the business
partners of the competitive market. They reduce the costs of the systems what make the energy market
more competitive, but at the same time increase the probability of electronic attacks through
standardized interfaces making ICT security one of the main strategic areas of SG development.
In this document, we aim for suggestion of some security solutions for small and big utilities. For that
purpose we start from description of few typical smart grid use cases in order to derive the components
that have to exchange information so have to be provided with secure communication means. For each of
the components we will list requirements from the security point of view and derive security areas that
address those requirements. For each of the security areas we will suggest security solutions:

Figure 1 Approach of this study

Additionally we provide overview of standardization activities relevant to smart grid security and briefly
identify security areas that are most critical during deployment phase.
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2

Use cases

The current energy grid is modernized, it will become highly automated, using information technology
more fully, and become more capable in managing energy from a variety of distributed sources. However,
in this process of becoming increasingly “smarter,” the grid will expand to contain more interconnections
that open ways for intrusions, data observation, malicious attacks and other security threats. To provide
evaluation of security of the smart grid we will start with description of some of important use cases which
are relevant from the services and functionalities point of view with special focus on distribution networks.

2.1 Medium Voltage Data Acquisition and Control from utility
control centre (MVDAC)
The Medium Voltage Data Acquisition and Control use case comprises multiple types of mechanisms for
data retrieval from field equipment and the issuing of control commands to power system equipment in
the field, including among field devices, between field devices and systems located in substations, and
between field devices and various systems (including SCADA systems) located in DER and utility control
centres and engineering/planning centres. The Data Acquisition and Control (DAC) function provides realtime data, statistical data, and other calculated and informational data from the power system to systems
and applications that use the data. DAC function also supports the issuing of control commands to power
system equipment.
Data Acquisition and Control has already been deployed widely in VHV and HV networks. Future smart
grid will require the deployment of this function also in MV network. However, the solutions for DAC in
VHV and HV has been deployed using mainly the utility own private communication network using initially
dedicated point to point or multipoint connections with technologies such as PDH or Point to Multipoint
Radio and recently by means of Ethernet connections employing e.g. MPLS networks. In case of MV the
situation is different due to scale and nature of the network. There are 100 times more secondary
substations than primary substations, and about 100 times more LV energy supplies than secondary
substations, which are located close to the customers. Additionally, due to growing number of distributed
energy resources (DER) more power monitoring is required in MV and LV networks. This means that there
will be required communication with many sites, so economic advantages of using existing public
networks will be substantial and its viability has to be analysed.
The main functionalities of the scenario include:
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•

Telecontrol function where the SCADA system updates (every 2 seconds) real time information
from RTUs which receive data from complex power controlling equipment installed inside
substations. If the information is not received in 2 seconds, an error report is produced and the
status information is requested. It is expected that no more that 10% of MV secondary substations
will be automated but 100% of DER will require this function.

•

Telemetry function where the Measurement Hub collets non real time information from meters.
The information is collected periodically with configured frequency (hourly, daily or monthly). It is
expected that 100% of MV secondary substations and DERs will be measured remotely.

•

Safety function that covers the collection of alarm information from Safety Sensors detecting the
alarms.

The relations between different elements of the scenario are presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Communication in the MV DAC use case
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2.2 Dynamic Control of Active Components (DCAC) – balance
variation of renewable energy production
Growing number of variable renewable energy sources integrated to a smart grid is putting pressure on
network operation. To assure continuity of electric service, resources dedicated to grid balancing must be
able to respond quickly to variation in generation and demand. As the result smart grid has to be flexible to
monitor, control and fast modify generation or demand in response to the changing conditions. Market
approaches, but also DER including certain types of distributed generators as well as demand‐side
management or storage, can contribute to the increased grid flexibility.
The DCAC use case concerns the automatically performed dynamic control of distributed active
components on substation level. In the scenario the prerequisite is that the DSO has up-to-date
knowledge of current and expected power flow for each substation based on measurements and forecast.
The current state estimation is performed on substation level based on real-time data received through
monitoring different DN’s elements. The balancing of the variation of renewable energy production is
based on usage of distributed storage, including plug-in-vehicles (PEVs).
The dynamic control is performed by DSO directly or via the Aggregator which plays a central role in data
exchange of this scenario. Distributed Flexible Loads using/providing services (encouraged by price
signals) to the grid are assumed to have contracts with Aggregator. The Aggregator is informed by them
about current capabilities of their battery systems for charging or discharging including the offered
timeframe. It compiles a list of charging systems with their current capabilities and sends it to DSO. The
list is forwarded to Substation which selects from the list an available system to which it sends charging
command. After the charging/discharging is stopped, the Aggregator receives the number of kWh
exchanged in the operation. The prices for provision of balancing services are negotiated between Market
and Aggregator which sends price signals to Flexible Loads and informs about them Retailer. The Retailer
informs Metering Operator about the current tariff.
The relations between different elements of the scenario are presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 Communication in the balance variation of renewable energy production use case

2.3 Fault Location, Isolation and Service Restoration (FLIR)
The purpose of advanced auto-restoration is to automatically restore power to un-faulted sections of a line
or feeder, after a fault is isolated, in networks having complex topologies. It includes the identification of a
fault, determining its location, isolating the faulty section and reconfiguring the grid to re-energize these
sections as quickly as possible. The necessary decisions are made based on data collected from substation.
Automation helps in reducing the outage duration and facilitates the operator’s tasks.
In the presented FLIR scenario the grid is constantly monitored by Field Detection Devices which are split
in the field between protective relays and remotely controlled switches. If a fault occurs these devices send
information about it to substation to which they are connected. The Substation Operation (see Figure 4)
provides monitoring, control and maintenance of the network at substation level. The information is
forwarded to the DSO’s Control Centre where the Network Operation system is responsible for similar
activities (remote monitoring, controlling and maintaining) of the whole utility network. Using the
Network Operation application the system operator (or the application itself) identifies the faulty
segments and selects the best procedure to open remotely controlled (nearest) switches on each side of
the fault location to isolate the fault. Next, by operating other switches feeding the non-faulted deenergized feeder segments, the service in non-faulty section is restored. Subsequently, actions of the
active components of the distribution system such as feeder reconfiguration or DER control are
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coordinated to enable a smooth operation of the network. Finally, the field crew (Field Operator) is sent to
repair faulty lines and operates the switches which are not remotely controllable. The necessary
information about them he receives from FLIR application remotely.
The relations between different elements of the scenario are presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4 Communication in the FLIR use case
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3

Requirements overview

The energy networks controlled by ICT systems cover very wide areas. Therefore the ICT applications
require high availability of communication, specified maximum latencies and data security. They are
sensitive to loss of packets and denial of communication service. Lost, delayed or modified measurement,
alarm and control signals can lead to expensive consequences. Additionally, it is important to remember
that the critical communication needs and problems in electricity and telecommunication networks tend
to be correlated; power system outage often reduces communication capacity and increases both critical
and non-critical communication load. The main cyber security requirements of related SG systems are
described in deliverable D6.2.4 of SGEM. The latest security requirements are shortly summarized in the
following section.

3.1 SG cyber security requirements overview
The list of security requirements applying to the presented use cases comprises:











Authentication and authorization: System components shall uniquely authenticate users and
specific components e.g. before accessing an application or establishing a connection. User
authentication varies depending on the user device and communication path it may mean
username/password, RFID token with access information, or X.509 certificates and corresponding
private keys. Authorization can be done e.g. directly within the credential while user privileges
should be restricted to necessary for the user role, taking into account emergency cases. For
device communication the typical credentials used for authentication relate to symmetrically
shared keys or to X.509 certificates and corresponding private keys.
Data confidentiality: it shall be possible to ensure the confidentiality of stored or transmitted data
by cryptographic mechanisms. The latency introduced by the cryptographic mechanisms shall not
degrade the functionality of the system.
Data integrity: As data integrity is a core requirement, especially for control operations, it shall be
possible to ensure the integrity of data and to verify whether the data hasn’t been tampered with.
Data integrity relates to transmitted and locally stored data.
Non-repudiation: It shall be possible to prevent the sender of information from denying having
sent it. The requirement is especially important in business interactions.
Data backup and recovery: Backup should be applied to all data and applications needed to replace
failed components within a reasonable period of time. Synchronization of the backup and
operating data must be assured. Backups shall be physically separated from the operational
components. All actions have to be planned, tested and executed according to given policies.
System protection components: The devices deployed in the network shall employ system
protection mechanisms (protection against malicious code, intrusion detection and prevention,
network access control, etc.). System protection components should be implemented for backend
(e.g., operation monitoring or analysis) as well as network edge components. They should be
deployed in such a way as to limit the impact of an attack to a small local area prior to detection
and eradication.
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Secure Software/Firmware Updates: The system shall ensure software/firmware updates only with
integrity protected packages from an authorized source. In particular it should not accept arbitrary
updates.
Secure System Design: The system design should obey security design guidelines to restrict the
ability of attacks. Every communication network realizing distribution network’s functionality
should be carefully designed according to secure network design principles taking into account
security in depth or demilitarized zone concepts.
Security Management: Security management has to consider all involved cryptographic protection
means, including key management infrastructure, certificate management, security policies,
addressing both, technical and organizational means. The selection should match the protection
needs as well as the protected system constrains.
Logging and Audit: Logging processes that are used to provide some means of evidence,
especially for control operation, but also for e.g. monitoring and optimization operation, shall be
established on devices having appropriate resources to support monitoring, traceability, and
auditing functionality.
Time Synchronization: Time synchronization as a basis for mechanisms like control or tariff
assignment, shall keep timer elements on different components synchronized.
Observation of Policy and Laws: All applicable policies of the utility and its major business partners
must be observed, as well as the relevant legislation and regulation. It is of special importance in
the context of processing data regarding the protection of privacy. As this is often a country
specific regulation, the solutions may vary depending on the location a solution is deployed.

3.2 Cyber security requirements of the use cases’ components
To be more specific when considering the above security requirements, in this section we will map them
on the components and communication links of the use cases as presented in Figure 2–Figure 4.
Additionally for the security requirements the communication links have communication requirements
concerning latency that should be taken into consideration when deciding about security solutions as e.g.
the choice of encryption/decryption methods, see Figures 2-4.
Methods enabling fulfilment of the requirements and providing protection against security threats will be
presented in the following chapters.
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Authentication/Authorization

Data confidentiality

Data integrity

Non-repudiation

Data backup and recovery

System protection components

Secure SW/FW updates

Secure network design

Security management

Logging and audit

Time synchronization

Observation of policies and laws

Security
requirement

Safety Application

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Control Application

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Alarm Hub

X

X

X

x

X

X

Measurement Hub

X

X

X

x

X

X

SCADA

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Meter

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Safety Sensor

X

X

X

RTU

X

X

X

X

X

X

Control Centre –
Front End

X

X

X

X

X

X

Alarm Hub Safety Sensors

X

X

X

X

X

X

Measurement Hub,
or SCADA - Meters

X

X

X

X

X

X

SCADA-RTU

X

X

X

X

X

X

Components and
communication

X

X
X

X

X

X

Communication
links:

X

Table 1 Components’ requirements in the MVDAC use case

Additionally for the security requirements the communication links have communication requirements
concerning latency that should be taken into consideration when deciding about security solutions as e.g.
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the choice of encryption/decryption methods. In case of MVDAC use case the requirements are the
following:
-

Control Centre – Front End, latency 0.5 s

-

Alarm Hub – Safety Sensors, latency 1,2…s

-

Measurement Hub/SCADA – Meters, latency 2,3…s

-

SCADA – RTU, latency <1s

Data backup and recovery

System protection components

Secure SW/FW updates

Secure network design

Security management

Logging and audit

Time synchronization

Observation of policies and laws

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

DSO - Substation

X

X

X

X

X

X

DSO - Aggregator

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Aggregator – Flexible
Loads

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Data integrity

X

Data confidentiality

X

Authentication/Authorization

Non-repudiation

Security
requirement

Network Operation
Server (DSO)

X

X

X

Substation

X

X

X

Aggregator Server

X

X

X

Retailer Server

X

X

Flexible Loads Unit

X

Metering Operator
Server
Market

Components and
communication

Communication links:
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Substation – Flexible
Loads

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Aggregator – Market

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Aggregator – Retailer

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Retailer – Metering
Operator

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Table 2 Components’ requirements in the load balancing use case

In the load balancing use case the latency requirements are the following:
-

DSO – Substation, latency 1 s

-

DSO- Aggregator, latency 5 s

-

Aggregator- Flexible Loads, latency 5s

-

Substation- Flexible Loads, latency 10ms

-

Aggregator –Market, latency <10s

-

Aggregator-Retailer, latency <10s

-

Retailer-Metering Operator, latency <10s.
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Data backup and recovery

System protection components

Secure SW/FW updates

Secure network design

Security management

Logging and audit

Time synchronization

Observation of policies and laws

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

DER Unit

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Field Operator Device

X

X

X

X

X

X

DSO Operations –
Substation Operations

X

X

X

X

X

X

Substation Operations –
Field Actuators

X

X

X

X

X

Substation OperationsField Detection Device

X

X

X

X

X

Substation – DER

X

X

X

X

X

Field Operator Device –
DSO Operation

X

X

X

X

X

Field Operator Device –
Substation Operations

X

X

X

X

X

Data integrity

X

Data confidentiality

X

Authentication/Authorization

Non-repudiation

Security
requirement

DSO Network
Operation application

X

X

X

Substation’s application

X

X

Field Actuator

X

Field Detection Device

Components and
communication

X

X

X

X

X

Communication links:

Table 3 Components’ requirements in the FLIR use case

In the FLIR use case the latency requirements are the following:
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-

DSO Operations– Substation Operations, latency 0.1 to 1 s

-

Substation Operations – Field Actuators, latency 1 s

-

Substation Operations – Field Detection Device, latency 1s

-

Substation- DER, latency < 10ms

-

Field Operator Device – DSO Operations, latency <10s

-

Field Operator Device – Substation Operations, latency <10s

3.3 Cyber security Standards
Electricity grid with a large number of independent and distributed generation facilities based on
renewable energy sources can guarantee stable energy supply provided that all the participants are
optimally coordinated. This can be ensured by reliable, secure and interoperable communication solutions
for which standardization is a necessity. This subsection lists technical standards or current drafts of
standards which may be used for provision of smart grid security.
3.3.1 ISO/IEC
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC) are cooperating standardization bodies. ISO provides international standards, which
target technical and organization means in several application domains. IEC develops International
Standards for all electrical, electronic and related technologies.
The following list contains potential standards targeting technical and administrative security
requirements and solutions:
— IEC 15118, currently specified, defines the standard for vehicle to grid communication allowing for
application layer interaction based on TCP/IP communication. Security is an integral part of the
standard and is based on transport layer security using TLS as well as XML digital signatures and
XML encryption at the application layer. As security also targets the billing and payment relevant
information, which may be exchanged with the backend in case of contract based payments (plug
& charge), the security measures in the standard go beyond the hop between the vehicle and the
charging spot. The specification is split into different parts, which are all still work in progress:
o Part 1, General information and use-case definition ([1])
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o Part 2: Technical protocol description and Open Systems Interconnections (OSI) layer
requirements ([1][2])
o Part 3: Physical layer and Data Link layer requirements ([3])
— ISO/IEC 27001 ([4]), “Information technology – Security techniques – Information security
management systems – Requirements” specifies a set of information security management
requirements designed to be used for certification purposes.
— Draft ISO/IEC 27009 ([4]), “Information technology – Security techniques – Information security
management systems – Requirements” specifies a set of information security management
requirements designed to be used for certification purposes.
— ISO/IEC 62351-1 to 10 ([5]) “Power systems management and associated information exchange –
Data and communications security“, is being standardized by the ISO/IEC TC 57 WG15. It
comprises security definitions for communication protocols, network and system management as
well as role-based access control. The standard is extensible, thus allowing further parts to be
added if necessary. The newest part will target the management of security credentials. It contains
the following parts:
o Part 1: Introduction and overview
o Part 2: Glossary of terms
o Part 3: Profiles including TCP/IP. It defines how security services can be provided for TCP/IP
based communication. It specifies cipher suites (the allowed combination of
authentication, integrity protection and encryption algorithms) and also states
requirements to the certificates to be used in conjunction with TLS. These requirements
comprise for instance dedicated certificate context, application of signatures, and the
definition of certificate revocation procedures.
o Part 4: Profiles including MMS. It specifies procedures, protocol enhancements, and
algorithms targeting the increase of security messages transmitted over MMS. It defines
procedures on transport layer, basing on TLS, as well as on application layer to protect the
communicated information. It analyzes whether the defined security is appropriate
especially in the context of smart grid applications.
o Part 5: Security for IEC 60870-5 and derivatives. Besides TCP/IP, this part relates to the area
of serial communication. Security measures are defined to protect the integrity of the
serial connections applying keyed hashes. Part 5 also specifies a separate key
management.
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o Part 6: Security for IEC 61850. This part describes security for IEC 61850 Peer-to-Peer
Profiles and covers the profiles that are not based on TCP/IP for the communication of
Generic Object Oriented Substation Events (GOOSE), and Sample Measured Values (SMV)
using, e.g., plain Ethernet. Specific for this type of communication is the usage of
multicast transfer, where each field device decides based on the message type and sender
if it processes the message or not. Security employs digital signatures on message level to
protect the integrity of the messages sent, to also cope with multicast connections.
o Part 7: Network and system management (NSM) data object models. It describes security
related data objects for end-to-end network and system management (NSM) as well as
security problem detection. These data objects support the secure control of dedicated
parts of the energy automation network. Part 7 can help to implement or extend intrusion
detections systems for power system specific objects and devices.
o Part 8: Role-Based Access Control for Power systems management. It addresses the
integration of role-based access control mechanisms into the whole domain of power
systems.
o Part 9: Credential Management (Work in progress). It is targeting the definition of Key
Management supporting power system architectures in general and IEC62351 specifically
o Part 10: Security Architecture Guidelines (Draft). It provides an overview were to consider
security for power system architectures. It is intended to foster the adaptation of security
and thus does not provide a complete architecture but architecture elements. It references
several other documents providing comprehensive insight like the NIST documents
referenced above.
Currently there is proposed an additional part, Part 11, New Work Item Proposal targeting Security for
XML Files. The first goal here is the definition of a security tag stating the sensitivity of transmitted
information.
In the context of energy automation, IEC 62351 applies directly to substation automation deploying IEC
61850 and IEC 60870-x protocols as well as in adjacent communication protocols supporting energy
automation, like ICCP (TASE.2) used for inter-control center communication. A goal of the standardization
of IEC62351 is the assurance of end-to-end security. The mapping of IEC 61850 to IEC 62351is presented in
the below figure, while an overview of the different parts of IEC62351 is provided in a TC 57 WG 15 White
Paper ([6]).
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Figure 5 IEC 62351 Parts and their Coverage of existing Protocols (from IEC 62351-10, [15])

— IEC 61850-90-5 addresses security for synchrophasor communication in terms of integrity (based
on HMAC) and optional confidentiality (using AES) using GDOI (RFC 6407) for key management.
The document is a technical report.
— IEC 61851 defines a conductive charging system and applies to equipment for charging EVs at
standard AC supply voltages up to 690 V and at DC voltages up to 1,000 V. The current revision of
IEC 61851 defines a safe and reliable infrastructure for conductive charging, taking particularly into
account the safety requirements for a publicly accessible infrastructure.
— ISO 29101 (draft) defines a privacy reference architecture.
3.3.2 IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers)
IEEE is an international organization providing standards and other publications. Beyond other domains
the standards address areas like power and energy and telecommunications. The following list of
standards is considered applicable in the context proving of security for smart grid.
— IEEE 1686-2007 ([7]), Standard for Substation Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs) Cyber Security
Capabilities. The standard defines functions and features that must be provided in substation
intelligent electronic devices to accommodate critical infrastructure protection programs. It
addresses security in terms of access, operation, configuration, firmware revision, and data
retrieval from IEDs. Encryption for the secure transmission of data, both within and external to the
substation is not part of this standard.
— IEEE 802.1X ([8]): Port Based Network Access Control specifies port based access control,
allowing the restrictive access decisions to networks based on dedicated credentials. It defines the
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encapsulation of EAP over IEEE 802, also known as EAP over LAN or EAPOL. The specification also
includes the key management, formally specified in IEEE 802.1AF.
— IEEE 802.1AE ([9]): MAC security specifies security functionality in terms of connectionless data
confidentiality and integrity for media access-independent protocols.
— IEEE 802.1AR ([10]): Secure Device Identity specifies unique per-device identifiers and the
management and cryptographic binding of a device to its identifiers
3.3.3 IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force)
The IETF develops international standards targeting protocol suites operating on different layers of the
OSI stack. Prominent examples of standards relate to TCP/IP and Internet protocol suite. The IETF
cooperates also with other standardization bodies like the ISO/IEC or W3C.
— The Internet Engineering Task Force published RFC 6272, “Internet Protocols for the Smart Grid,”
which contains an overview of security considerations and a fairly thorough list of potentially
applicable security technology defined by the IETF.
— RFC 3711: Secure Real-time Transport Protocol (SRTP) may be used for securing VoIP
communication including video conferencing or video surveillance.
— RFC 4101, RFC 4102, RFC 4103 are the base standards for IP Security (IPSec) providing Layer 3
Security, typically used for VPNs or for remote access. The listed RFCs describe general
architecture as well as the two modes AH (Authentication Header) and ESP (Encapsulated Security
Payload).
— RFC 4962: Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting provides guidance for Authentication,
Authorization, and Accounting (AAA) Key Management and an architecture allowing centralized
control of AAA functionality.
— RFC 5246: Transport Layer Security (TLS) provides Layer 4 security for TCP/IP based
communication, currently used in IEC 62351. Note that there are several extensions to TLS for
additional cipher suites, transmission of additional information like authorizations or OCSP
responses.
— RFC 5247: Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) provides a Key Management Framework for
EAP. Single EAP methods are defined in separate RFCs. EAP is typically used for controlling device
(or human) access to networks.
— RFC 5746: Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS)
provides Layer 4 security for
UDP/IP based communication. May be applied in scenarios, were TLS is not applicable.
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— RFC 6407: Group Domain of Interpretation (GDOI) defines group based key management,
currently used in IEC 61850-90-5.
3.3.4 W3C (World Wide Web Consortium)
The W3C develops and maintains standards to be used in web environments and provides with SOAP and
XML a foundation for web services defined by OASIS. Some of the W3C standards likely to be used in
smart grid environments also incorporate security.
— XML Signature ([11]) defines a mechanism by which messages and message parts can be digitally
signed to provide integrity, to ensure that the data is not tampered with, and authentication, to
verify the identity of the message producer. The document is currently being updated ([12]), e.g.,
to enhance the supported algorithms with elliptic curve based cryptography.
— XML encryption ([13]) allows the transport of information in a confidentiality protected way. The
document is currently being updated ([14]), e.g., to enhance the supported algorithms with elliptic
curve based cryptography.
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4

Overview of cyber security solutions

The issues related to data communication security are often regarded as the major topic of consideration,
when a certain networked system shall be protected. The smart grid applications area is not an exception
to this principle. On the contrary, many smart grid scenarios like those that are needed in our described
use cases shall constitute of a number of different interfaces that might have various communication
needs and therefore require that complex data associations shall be formed between them. For some
elements at least part of the required data associations are dynamic, which means that the data
connection is created only when the need for it arises. Unfortunately, this may in some cases be
problematic to arrange, e.g., when there is a lack of central administration staff for an application or
domain system maintenance, who should evaluate any such dynamic request and also being able to
respond immediately and still comply with all relevant secure policy rules.

4.1 Secure data network principles
The data network architecture for the presented scenarios shall depend on the needs, usage and risks that
have been identified for the targeted smart grid use cases and related operations. In this section we will
present good principles for (SG) data system architecture.
The system architecture design should among others include the principal design for:
•

System structure; e.g. division to subsystems and subnetworks, maintenance systems, etc.

•

Design principles, e.g. modular design.

•

Software platform architecture scheme.

•

Application architecture scheme.

•

System security architecture.

As we proceed, ICT network architecture is the principal design for the data communication infrastructure,
including topics such as:
•

Communication models, e.g. master/slave, client/server, publish/subscribe, etc.

•

Network partitioning principles, segregation schemes, etc.

•

Utilization of communication technologies: wireless mesh networks, power-line carrier
communications, fiber optics, etc.

•

Usage of centralized vs. distributed monitoring and control.
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•

Determination of specific network security mechanisms.

•

Determination of protocol termination points, etc.

Each of these topic areas requires special consideration of its own, depending e.g. on the communication
performance requirements and the reused legacy systems. Progressing towards specific network security
issues, we need to gather some basic criteria for designing use case compatible complex networks with
feasible security. Basic criteria for such secure network architecture include following issues and topics:
1.Layered network design: Define and analyse a network topology with separated critical and non-critical
subnetworks
•

Isolate physically and logically the critical proprietary smart grid and SCADA protocols to
segregated subnetworks.

•

Use DMZ based network architecture whenever feasible.

2. Have alternative paths (e.g. ring or mesh topology) for the cases of data media error
3. Communication simplicity: Define and use only a minimum number of protocol stacks (which are proven
to be robust and safe)
•

Use industrial protocols only at field and control level segments.

•

Use robust, well-known data protocols on public and general purpose segments.

4. Design a centralized, secure remote access solution (when required) to the network
•

This can be used e.g. for secure remote maintenance and support.

5. Arrange the monitoring of security incidents
•

E.g. Events to/from DMZ network, access logs in control nodes, etc.

If these criteria can be followed, feasible network architecture can be constructed. The resulted system, if
properly maintained, will support the use cases against various cyber-attacks over time.
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4.2 Solution example for small static deployments
If the deployment is small and simple, a suitable option could be relatively static, manually constructed
and maintained data network, like the following.
This particular solution example has the following characteristics:
•

Architecture is a simple set up with dedicated network elements.
o Dedicated switches / routers / access points allocated for network data transfers.
o Physical or out-of-band logical pairing (bootstrapping) for client node entrance.
o Firewalls allocated to protect the network connection points from direct malicious
connection attempts: In the firewall system:

•



Integrated DMZ with application/protocol termination.



Secure remote connection point (VPN termination).



Option: IDS/IPS / content monitoring service.



Option: Certificate based authentication & authorization server.

Network is operationally separated to few subnetworks or segments.
o Each subnetwork’s operation is independent from each other.


Division of physical network to functionally separated segments.

o Separated network management operations.

•

E.g. via local console based management interfaces, but still authorized.

Usage of static private IP addresses that all are hidden from other networks.
o No DNS in use.
o No DHCP in use.
o MAC layer data frame filtering used (when feasible).

The networked functionality related to use cases shall be reduced to the essentials. In practice, this
typically means that only rather limited data connections, using specific protocols and ports, shall be
allowed. Typical such protocols include DLMS/COSEM, etc., depending on the use case application.
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If new configuration or functionality is required, such needs are deployed with permitted special cases and
realized by experienced administrators. However, the previous (and new) configuration of the static
system should always be backed up before new commissioning.

4.3 Solution example for large deployments
In general, when the network deployment is large, containing perhaps thousands of nodes, the feasible
network architecture can differ depending on the smart grid applications and relevant use cases. We can,
however, describe some of the required characteristics for attaining security for use cases, using the
communication patterns that describe the usage needs of our data network.
Here, the data sources for use cases include such databases as metering DB, customer DB, process DB,
network management, etc. In large deployments it is often evident that legacy systems and protocols exist
and must be integrated with the standard smart grid ICT network. Hence, it can be data concentration or
protocol translation, where different gateway products are needed. The number of supported protocol
conversions depends on the vendor. Supported slave protocols should process the requests received from
SCADA systems. On the other hand, supported master protocols should poll individual devices and
possibly initiate control commands. The data acquired using legacy protocols and later converted to CIM
compatible information model, can be easily “integrated” with any other OPC UA compatible control
centre, using standard OPC UA server implementation. The advantage is that such OPC UA server can be
connected to any other OPC UA compatible gateway to make the collected data available and therefore
allows the SG network control that is based on real-time information from existing ICT systems.
Our example of secure data network architecture solution for large deployments is characterized by:
•

Fully layered network Zones and segregation.

•

Capability for functionally isolated subnetworks.

•

Redundancy allocation in nodes and conduits.

•

Use of DMZ networks.

•

Paired FWs for filtering & applications.

•

Event monitoring systems.

As said, this solution architecture consist a true division of data networks to Zones:
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Figure 6 Division of data networks to four zones.

Especially, the DMZ network includes following security components:
•

Both sides of the “DMZ network” shall have firewall protection.

•

Standardized VPN termination services.

•

IDS/IPS system shall monitor the traffic between public networks and internal networks.

•

Online antivirus scanning in proxy servers.

The Control Server networks (e.g. Enterprise Services Bus) should include following:
•

Redundant design with no single point of failure.

•

Network level access controls, redundant firewalling.

•

Antivirus software in proxy servers.

•

Other required data centre security measures (as feasible).

The Field networks should include at least the following security related features:
•

Reduplicated data links (e.g. ring / mesh topology network).

•

Secure management of network elements.

Below we visualize the data network zoning and segmentation for the three use cases of DSO network
operation, in order to provide adequate protection against the obvious cyber threats. Following picture
shall clarify the presented concept for our use cases presented earlier:
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Figure 7 Data network segmentation for the three use cases.
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5

Evaluation of cyber security solutions

5.1 Requirement categories vs. cyber security areas
In order to evaluate some concrete security solutions, we first need to map our earlier introduced
requirement categories to the technical security areas that are referred to in this Section. See a table
below:
Requirement category

Security area

Authentication/Authorization

Access control, Authentication, Authorization

Data confidentiality

Application security, Confidentiality protection

Data integrity

Application security, Integrity protection

Non-repudiation

Application security

Data backup and recovery

Recovery

System protection components

Access control, Monitoring

Secure SW/FW updates

Configuration management

Secure network design

Network arch., Prioritization, Secure remote access

Security management

Key management

Logging and audit

Account management, Assessment, Monitoring

Time synchronization

Configuration management, Integrity protection

Observation of policies and laws

Monitoring

Table 4 Requirement categories vs. Cyber security areas.
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5.2 Evaluation of the solution examples
The question is what all of these security related requirements and security areas mean in practice, i.e.
how involved organization should implement them? For attaining some guidance for this problem, we give
some more detailed information about how each of the security objectives can be implemented, that
being also dependent on particular deployment case, of course.
Below our initial target solutions for large and small deployments, respectively, are presented for each
security area, in addition to the main and detailed objectives specification. In some cases, the solution for
both small and large deployments can be the same, as can be seen from the respective two rightmost
columns in below. The example solutions should be used as target solutions when evaluating smart grid’s
security.
Objective specification

Target solution for
Large deployments

Target solution for
Small deployments

Automated
termination of
remote sessions

Network connections
shall be terminated at
the end of remote
session

Terminal session
expiration

Terminal session
expiration

Access
control

Default deny
data filtering
rule

Default deny data
filtering rule between
network segments

Routers with Static
ACLs and dynamic
permissions

Routers with Static
ACLs and dynamic
permissions option

Access
control

Enforced
limitation of
data flows

Data filtering at field
network boundaries

Each data
transmission over
zone & segment
boundary is filtered
to essential

Each data
transmission over
zone boundary is
filtered to essential

Access
control

Handling of
unapproved
access attempts

Controlled handling of
unapproved access
attempts

Access control
server, host &
FW/IDS process for
log monitoring

Host & firewall
process for log
monitoring

Access
control

Hardened
communication
services

All communication
capabilities and ports
not required for O&M
shall be disabled

All interfaces are
hardened. Enabling
secure remote O&M
via e.g. Secure OPC
UA, HTTPS, IPsec

At least external
interfaces are
hardened. Enabling
secure remote O&M
via e.g. Secure OPC

Sec. Area

Main objective

Access
control
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Sec. Area

Main objective

Objective specification

Target solution for
Large deployments

Target solution for
Small deployments

VPN, SSL VPN, SSH,
Secure FTP, SCP,
DTLS

UA, HTTPS, IPsec
VPN, SSL VPN, SSH,
Secure FTP, SCP,
DTLS

Access
control

Limited access
from portable
devices

Access using portable
devices and media shall
be enabled only during
controlled O&M
function

Access control
enforced for O&M
devices (e.g. MAC
address based) &
RBAC

Local ACL for
portable O&M
devices & users

Access
control

Limited access
to unmanned
devices

Lockable cabinet
enclosing each
component with online
authorization

Access key
“activated” for
limited duration
before each local
entrance

Access key “signed
out” before each
local entrance

Access
control

Managed rolebased access
control

Organized
management of rolebased system accounts

RBAC designation
with layered roles,
approval of rights,
expiry, removal, etc.

System accounts for
e.g. administrator
and operator roles

Access
control

Manual override
in emergency

Controlled manual
override of access
control in emergency

Manual override
required already
before system
procurement

Manual override
required already
before system
procurement

Access
control

Minimum
parallel sessions

Number of individual’s
concurrent sessions is
limited

Default is that only
one concurrent
session is allowed for
user

Default is that only
one concurrent
session is allowed for
user

Access
control

Minimum
permissions
principle

Each application
process or service will
be granted the
minimum privileges
needed

Before the
procurement of each
application, it is
required that it runs
in system user mode

Before the
procurement of each
application, it is
required that it runs
in system user mode
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Sec. Area

Main objective

Objective specification

Target solution for
Large deployments

Target solution for
Small deployments

Access
control

Safely located
alternate control
centre

Single disaster shall not
affect both primary and
alternate control
centres

Alternate control
centre is
geographically
separated

Alternate control
centre function is
virtually separated

Access
control

Secure error
messages

Error messages shall
not reveal exploitable
information

Information in
system error
messages is reduced
to essential

Information in
system error
messages is reduced
to essential

Access
control

Secure location
of devices

Placing of the devices
minimize hazards and
inappropriate access

Devices are
positioned in locked
& environmentally
protected areas

Devices are
positioned in locked
& environmentally
protected areas

Access
control

Use of system
access controls

Enforced ACLs and use
of cryptography

Centrally enforced
ACLs and encrypted
device media

Locally managed
ACLs and encrypted
device media

Account
mgmt.

Centralized
account
management

Logging for account
creation, change and
termination

Centralized account
mgmt. solution with
logging

Local account
mgmt. solution with
logging

Application
security

Application layer
security
mechanism

Device applications
shall provide
application layer
security

Security services
such as OPC UA
security and
TLS/SSL are
implemented

Security services
such as OPC UA
security and
TLS/SSL are
implemented

Assessment

Vulnerable DM
system
identification

Unsecure
systems/devices shall
be continuously
identified

Continuous
vulnerability
assessment system
is implemented

Periodical
vulnerability
assessment is
implemented

Authentication

Input message
validation before
use

Application protocol
input fields shall be
validated before use

System input
validation tested
before
commissioning

System input
validation tested
before
commissioning
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Sec. Area

Main objective

Objective specification

Target solution for
Large deployments

Target solution for
Small deployments

Authentication

Secure
authentication
mechanism

Multi-factor
authentication shall be
used for critical
accesses

Critical accesses
authenticated e.g.
with strong
passwords & mobile
response
verification, IEEE
802.1X

Critical accesses
authenticated e.g.
with strong
passwords & mobile
response
verification, IEEE
802.1X

Authentication

Secure m2m
authentication

Cryptographic bidirectional m2m
authentication

M2m authentication
e.g. with TLS client
and server
certificates, IEEE
802.1AR

M2m authentication
e.g. with TLS client
and server
certificates, IEEE
802.1AR

Authentication

Separate
authentication
servers (not
shared server)

Authentication system
for network
management shall be
separate from other
network authentication
system

Dedicated
authentication
server for network
management
services

Local management
interface with
authentication &
access control

Network
Architecture

Independent IP
addresses

External domain DNS
shall be avoided to limit
unnecessary
dependencies

Use of DNS shall be
limited especially in
m2m
communications

Use of DNS shall be
limited. E.g. Static IP
addresses and host
tables

Authentication

Unique ID for
each device

Unique device identities
shall be assigned

Unique host name
and IP address
database

Unique host name
and IP address
database

Authorization

Control of
mobile code

Unapproved mobile
code is prohibited in
critical networks

Only digitally signed
and virus scanned
mobile code is
permitted for install

Only digitally signed
or virus scanned
mobile code is
permitted for install

Confidentiality

Confidentiality
of data

Strong encryption for
data transfer

E.g. FIPS 140-2
(accredited
cryptographic

E.g. FIPS 140-2
compliant
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Sec. Area

Main objective

Objective specification

Target solution for
Large deployments

Target solution for
Small deployments

protection

communication

confidentiality

modules) compliant
encryption.

encryption.

E.g. TLS 1.2 with
authenticated
encryption
algorithms
Confidentiality
protection

Secured wireless
communication

Config.
mgmt.

E.g. TLS 1.2 with
authenticated
encryption
algorithms

Wireless
communication shall
use link-layer
cryptographic
protection

E.g. WiFi / ZigBee
wireless link
cryptographic data
protection, e.g.
WPAv2

E.g. WiFi / ZigBee
wireless link
cryptographic data
protection, e.g.
WPAv2

Automated
configuration
checks

Automated checking of
current configuration
on all elements

A designated system
shall daily or on
request obtain
current
configuration on all
elements, compare
these with baselines,
and log all changes

Manual
configuration
checks, e.g. version
numbers,
installation date,
patch levels and
others

Config.
mgmt.

Synchronized
time

All critical system
elements shall retain
time synchronization

NTP v4 server with a
reference clock that
obtains time from a
standard source
such as a GPS
receiver

Periodic NTP v4
synchronization
using reliable time
source

Config.
mgmt.

Software’s
identification
capability

Software shall be able
to report ID- and
configuration
information on request

Before procurement
it is required that the
software system can
report its current
configuration

Before procurement
it is required that the
software system can
report its current
configuration
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Objective specification

Target solution for
Large deployments

Target solution for
Small deployments

Application level
message
identification

All application level
messages shall be
uniquely identifiable

Every application
level message shall
include the sender ID
and recipient ID

Every application
level message shall
include the sender ID
and recipient ID

Integrity
protection

Automated
system integrity
checks

System shall maintain a
complete image of all
currently deployed
component software
and patches, which
shall enable complete
system integrity checks

System implements
automated integrity
checks by comparing
component’s hash to
the hash in trusted
repository. E.g. FIPS
186 (DSS)

System implements
automated integrity
checks by comparing
component’s hash to
the hash in local
repository

Integrity
protection

Checking of file
integrity before
run

Integrity of each file
shall be checked before
it is read by the system
or application

Integrity of each file
shall be pre-checked

Integrity of each file
shall be pre-checked

Integrity
protection

Checking of
manual input

System shall check the
manual input for
security completeness
and validity

Before procurement
it is required that the
input validation of
the system shall be
tested before
commissioning

Before procurement
it is required that the
input validation of
the system shall be
tested before
commissioning

Integrity
protection

Communication
Integrity
mechanism

A standard integrity
protection shall be used
in all data transmissions

Standard data
message integrity &
replay protection
mechanism

Standard data
message integrity &
replay protection
mechanism

Integrity
protection

Digitally signed
updates

System file updates to
field devices shall be
cryptographically
signed

System shall reject
firmware and
configuration files
that are not digitally
signed. E.g. FIPS 186
(DSS)

Firmware and
configuration files
shall not be installed
if not digitally signed

Sec. Area

Main objective

Integrity
protection
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Sec. Area

Main objective

Objective specification

Target solution for
Large deployments

Target solution for
Small deployments

Integrity
protection

Integrity of
command data
communication

Cryptographically
strong digital signature
shall be used to verify
commands

E.g. IEC 62351 and
FIPS-186 shall be
used to verify
commands

E.g. IEC 62351 and
FIPS-186 shall be
used to verify
commands

Integrity
protection

Strict device
level protection

Device level protection
shall be used to reject
malicious code from
operating

HW security mode,
HIDS or application
whitelisting

HW security mode
limiting system
changes

Key
mgmt.

Access
revocation
enforcement

Timely revocation of
access credentials in
unmanned and outdoor
cabinets

Online certificate
status checking
(OCSP) server

Option: OCSP server
or access revocation
by field crew

Key
mgmt.

Automated
cryptographic
key
management

Secure, automated key
management with
backup procedure

Centralized
certificate
management service

Option: Certificate
management service

Key
mgmt.

Centralized
access
revocation

Timely revocation (e.g.
within 24 hours) of
access credentials for
control and data centre
facilities

Centralized RBAC
and Certificate
status (OCSP) server
integrated with
CA/RA

RBAC and optionally
OCSP server
integrated with
external CA/RA
provider

Key
mgmt.

Managed
credentials

Secure management of
credentials

Credential
management
services, incl.
safeguarding and
lifetime restrictions
of certificates,
passwords, tokens

Credential
management using
e.g. hardened
RADIUS server

Key
mgmt.

Secured
credential
distribution

Secure remote
distribution of
credentials

Centralized key
management service
for devices and/or

Centralized key
management service
for field crew
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Sec. Area

Main objective

Objective specification

Target solution for
Large deployments

Target solution for
Small deployments

field crew
Key
mgmt.

Separate crypto
keys for
functions

Field device shall use
separate encryption
keys for each main
functionality

Field device shall use
different crypto keys
for e.g. data
encryption,
authentication, and
firmware updates

Field device shall use
different crypto keys
for e.g. data
encryption,
authentication, and
firmware updates

Monitoring

Device self-test

Failures of field
applications, sensors
and actuators shall be
detected

Self-tests shall be
executed on start-up
and on demand. The
results shall be
reported and logged

Self-tests shall be
executed on start-up
and on demand. The
results shall be
reported and logged

Monitoring

Handling of
unapproved
activity

Unapproved control
system events shall be
immediately evaluated
and responded

24/7 support team
shall immediately
evaluate and
respond to any
unapproved control
system event

Support team shall
evaluate and
respond to any
unapproved control
system event within
agreed time limits

Monitoring

Identify passive
devices

Automated
identification of
potentially impacted
devices

Monitor heartbeat
signalling
continuously and
alarm whenever
inactive device is
detected

Monitor heartbeat
signalling
continuously and
alarm whenever
inactive device is
detected

Monitoring

Intrusion
detection
system

Intrusion detection
system shall be used to
detect cyber attacks

Intrusion detection
system shall analyse
data network
anomalies and
filtering logs

Option: Intrusion
detection system
shall analyse data
network anomalies
and filtering logs

Monitoring

Monitor online

Monitoring of
inappropriate user

Analysis of server &
application usage

Analysis of server &
application usage
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Sec. Area

Main objective

user activity

Objective specification

Target solution for
Large deployments

Target solution for
Small deployments

activities

records periodically

records periodically

Monitoring

Monitor physical
access events to
DM system

Online monitoring of
physical access to
system components

Physical accesses
shall be monitored
using video monitors
& door/port usage
reports

Physical accesses
shall be monitored
using video monitors
& door/port usage
reports

Monitoring

Monitoring and
logging of
remote access

All remote interactive
sessions to system
components shall be
monitored and logged

Logging in system
component, FW, and
client devices

Logging in system
component, FW, and
client devices

Monitoring

Test and tune
FW/IDS to DM
network

Ensure that firewall and
intrusion detection
systems shall operate
safely and effectively

Test and tune the
application layer
firewall and IDS/IPS
systems using
dedicated test
domains

Option: Test and
tune the application
layer firewall and
IDS/IPS systems
using dedicated test
domains

Monitoring

System access
and physical
access
correlation

Unexpected electronic
access events shall be
immediately evaluated
and responded

Physical and logical
access events shall
be correlated and
policy violations are
reported

Abnormal electronic
access events shall
be logged and
reported

Monitoring

Tracking of
mobile DM
components

Mobile DM devices’
location shall be
tracked and monitored
for illegitimate usage

ICS applications
loaded on users’
mobile devices shall
be tracked

ICS applications
loaded on users’
mobile devices shall
be tracked

Network
Architecture

DM networks
shall function
independently

Control system data
networks shall not be
dependent on public
networks

Control system data
networks shall have
independent domain
and network services

Control system data
networks shall have
independent
network services
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Sec. Area

Main objective

Objective specification

Target solution for
Large deployments

Target solution for
Small deployments

Network
architecture

Independent
local data
communication
capability

Autonomous operation
of critical field network
segments

Autonomous
network operation
shall continue when
connection to
system servers is lost

Autonomous
network operation
shall continue when
connection to
system servers is lost

Network
architecture

Isolated
management &
configuration

Management
connections shall be
separated from nonmanagement
connections

Physical separation
as air-gapped
network, logical as
non-routed VLAN

Management port
shall be separate
from nonmanagement port

Network
architecture

Isolated security
functions

Security functionality
shall be separated from
other functions

Physical separation
as air-gapped
network, logical as
secure tunnelling
solution

Physical separation
as authenticated
local console, logical
as secure tunnelling
solution

Network
architecture

Isolation of
compromised
system

There shall be capability
to isolate the
compromised device
from other devices

Isolation of
compromised device
with physical or
virtual segment
disconnection

Isolation of
compromised device
with physical or
virtual network
disconnection

Network
Architecture

Online isolation
of attached
network
segment

When attack is
detected, all outgoing
data from
compromised segment
is prohibited

IDS/IPS system shall
detect an attack and
then blocks or
advices gateways to
block external data

Manual disconnect.
Option: IDS/IPS
system shall detect
an attack and then
blocks external data

Network
architecture

No direct
interfaces with
internet
applications

System, workstation or
device shall not have
access to internet
applications

Separate networks &
devices shall be used
for internet
applications

Separate networks &
devices shall be used
for internet
applications

Network
Architect-

Only critical
network

Connections are only
allowed to planned

ACLs shall be used in
network switches/
routers which only

ACLs shall be used in
network switches/
routers which only
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Objective specification

Target solution for
Large deployments

Target solution for
Small deployments

service networks

allow critical data

allow critical data

Network paths to
critical elements shall
be redundant

Critical elements are
connected using e.g.
mesh topology and
automatic rerouting

Critical elements are
connected using e.g.
ring topology and
automatic rerouting

Separation of
Field network shall be
DM field
separated from user
networks from
networks
DM user network

Dedicated DMZ area
with FWs and
terminal access
servers between
networks

FW separated zones
and ACL controlled
remote terminal
access between
networks

Sec. Area

Main objective

ure

connections

Network
Architecture

Redundant
critical DM
network paths

Network
Architecture

Prioritization

QoS in network
links

Network links use QoS
prioritization according
to data criticality

QoS feature
exploited in switches
used to limit e.g. the
end-to-end delay of
command & control
signalling, etc.

QoS feature
exploited in switches
used to limit e.g. the
end-to-end delay of
command & control
signalling, etc.

Recovery

Fail-safe
function

Devices and
applications shall fail to
a safe state when failed

All devices and
applications include
tested fail-safe
functions

All devices and
applications include
tested fail-safe
functions

Recovery

Operation must
continue even if
device fails

Architecture shall
maximize the continuity
so that a loss of critical
element shall not inhibit
system operation

System redundancy
and hot swap
implemented in
critical nodes and
segments

Doubled critical
node and spare
interconnection for
critical segment

Recovery

Safe start-up

Devices and
applications shall
always start up securely

All systems &
applications are
security tested.
Tested secure
system boot

Application
behaviour is tested
against sudden
failures. Secure
system boot
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Sec. Area

Main objective

Objective specification

Target solution for
Large deployments

Target solution for
Small deployments

procedures

enforced in HW

Recovery

Secure system
build-up after
compromise

There shall be capability
to rebuild the system
from securely
maintained images

Secure, continuous
system image back
up & recovery
system, which full
recovery quality is
tested e.g. annually

Secure backing up of
system images at
service breaks.
Regular testing of
recovery capability

Remote
access

Secure remote
access

Only agreed, controlled
and secure remote
access methods used

Defined, enforced
and cryptographically strong secure
remote access
method and tool
with controlled
access

Defined, enforced
and cryptographically strong secure
remote access
method and tool
with controlled
access

Table 5 Example target solutions to be used for evaluation system security.

From the above table we may conclude that in general small deployments include less management
servers, online control and generally also require less external connections. However, the drawback of this
is that small deployments require larger portion for manual field administration, and the nature of the
systems are often more static. On the other hand, larger deployments usually require more centralized
administration capabilities, remote connectivity, and automated system configuration capabilities. In
addition, there may be better capabilities to monitor the security status of the networks and systems in
larger deployments with better resources.
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6 On critical deployment topics
The trend in network information security is going towards better follow up and more strict management
of information systems. The reason is that complexity of information systems has increased dramatically
at the same time when the usage of new applications and modern end devices has entered the electricity
market. Still, part of the legacy systems remain operational without direct capabilities for advanced
security features. This is not only true for consumers (& producers) of energy, but also for engineering,
construction, operation & maintenance related activities and tasks.
We have identified three critical security areas where one should focus on, when deploying and operating
future smart grid related information and support systems. The critical security areas are:
•

Secure management of independent domains.

•

Security assurance within end points.

•

Security auditing of control system data network.

As an example, the first one of these areas is shortly further detailed in the following.
The secure management of independent domains requires protection fulfilling, rather extensive, evaluation
criteria. As an example, the following table is presenting two particular evaluation criteria types, together
with the special functional areas and functions that could be used for evaluation. Finally, an example
solution is given in the right column. So, such criteria for independent domains could include:
Criteria type

Functional area

Criteria for
independent
operation of a
domain

Network functional
independence

CLEEN OY

Function

Examples

Addressing function

Static addresses

Routing function

Rerouting after link error,
e.g. Rapid STP

Domain name services

Local DNS

Network time services

Local NTP server

Virtual system operation
continuity

Redundant VLAN / virtual
server operation

Log monitoring data
collection

Local log repository reserve
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Criteria type

Secure
management
criteria for
independent
domains

Functional area

Function

Continuity behaviour
after emergency
network separation

Basic network operation of
separated segments

Basic local network services

Log collection

Network log collection and
storage in local elements

Connection continuity

Application layer connection
restore

Separated
management
connections

Virtualized separation

Local DB for VLAN, VPN
tunnelling management

Physical separation

Separate local NIC or port for
management

Security of
management
connections

Remote communication
security technology

SSL VPN client & local
domain server

Access rights limitation
capability

Local domain RBAC system

Management rights
control during system
maintenance

Local domain RBAC system
& local ACLs management
for maintenance

Centralized security policy
distribution

Undisturbed local policy
operation, e.g. MIB, during
connection breaks

Local security policy
enforcement function

Local security policy
enforcement, e.g. local ACLs
and data filtering

Maintenance of security
policies

Capability for local
maintenance of security
policies, e.g. local console

Monitoring of security
policies realization

Local log function and follow
up of events

System application

List of approved applications

Conformance
assurance of
enforced security
policies

Secure generation
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Criteria type

Functional area
and deployment of
policies

Function

Examples

configuration

and versions

System change
management policy

Policy for approving local
system changes

System restoration
acceptance policy

Policy for accepting local
system restoration

Network element traffic
filtering rules

Locally manageable ACL in
network switches

Firewall policies

Locally manageable rule set
in firewalls

Host Access Control Lists

Locally manageable ACL in
hosts

Distribution of application
layer access policies

Option for secure local
updating of application
access policies

Agreement for policy rollout/deployment &
schedules

Capability for local policy
upgrading with reduced
access privileges

CSIRT operational policies
for security event response

Local support resource for
CSIRT

System backup policies

Local system backup
procedure

Disaster recovery policies

Local disaster recovery
policy & procedures

Table 6 Example secure management criteria for independent domains.
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7

Conclusions

Variety of essential cyber security solutions is required for securing the smart grid information systems. In
the deliverable we identified three potential problem areas which are relevant when deploying and
operating future smart grid related information and support systems. These critical cyber security areas
were:
•

Cyber security management of independent domains.

•

Cyber security assurance within end points.

•

Cyber security monitoring of substation control & field device data networks.

These areas may or may not include solutions which require wide co-operation between different players.
Rather independent standalone solutions are needed that work even if there are serious data
communication problems. These two categories shall support each other, even when other one shall
encounter difficulties to operate correctly.
An example of widely acceptable “co-operative” cyber security solution is:
•

Network activity cyber security monitoring using expertized 3rd party (e.g. IDS service).

On the contrary, the examples of “independent” cyber security solutions include:
•
•

Self-managed identity, authentication and authorization services within a domain/subnetwork.
Self-managed application white-listing solution within a domain/subnetwork.

Summarizing, we can conclude that
•

There is no single (one-size-fits-all) cyber solution or architecture for securing smart grids.

•

Cyber security requirements & solutions may be use case dependent.

•

Utilization of COTS element put more pressure for risk analysis & secure deployment.

•

Standard cyber security areas and solutions are a good starting point but must be tailored for each
SG deployment case.

•

Cyber security standards begin to emerge in smart grid area and should be followed and applied.

•

The performance and reliability implications of cyber security solutions must be studied.

•

Basic secure data networking principles are essential for reliable and secure SG operation.
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•

Cyber security architecture and solution deployment usually differ for big and small utilities.

•

Cyber security solutions must be upgradeable and safe against new kinds of threats &
vulnerabilities.

•

Small deployments include less remote management, online control or external connections.

•

Small deployments require larger portion for manual field administration.

•

The nature of small systems are often more static.

•

Larger deployments require more centralized administration capabilities, remote connectivity, and
automated system configuration capabilities.

•

In larger deployments there may be better capabilities to monitor the security status of the
networks and systems with better resources.
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Appendix A: List of Abbreviations

AAA

Authentication, Authorization and Accounting

AC

Alternating Current

ACL

Access Control List

AES

Advanced Encryption Standard

AH

Authentication Header

CA

Certification Authority

CIM

Common Information Model

COSEM

Companion Specification for Energy Metering

COTS

Commercial off-the-shelf

CSIRT

Computer Security Incident Response Team

DAC

Data Acquisition and Control

DB

Database

DC

Direct Current

DCAC

Dynamic Control of Active Components

DER

Distributed Energy Resources
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DHCP

Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol

DLMS

Device Language Message Specification

DM

Distribution Management

DMZ

Demilitarized Zone

DN

Distribution Network

DNP

Distributed Networking Protocol

DNS

Domain Name Service

DSO

Distribution System Operator

DSS

Digital Signature Standard

DTLS

Datagram Transport Layer Security

EAP

Extensible Authentication Protocol

ESP

Encapsulated Security Payload

EV

Electric Vehicle

FIPS

Federal Information Processing Standard

FLIR

Fault Location, Isolation and Service Restoration

FTP

File Transfer Protocol
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FW

Firewall

GDOI

Group Domain of Interpretation

GOOSE

Generic Object Oriented Substation Events

HIDS

Host Intrusion Detection System

HMAC

Hash-based Message Authentication Code

HTTPS

Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure

HV

High Voltage

HW

Hardware

ICCP

Inter-Control Center Communications Protocol

ICS

Industrial Control System

ICT

Information and Communication Technology

ID

Identity

IDS

Intrusion Detection System

IP

Internet Protocol

IPS

Intrusion Protection System

EAPOL

Extensible Authentication Protocol Over LAN
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IEC

International Electrotechnical Commission

IED

Intelligent Electronic Devices

IEEE

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

IETF

Internet Engineering Task Force

IP

Internet Protocol

IPSec

IP Security

ISO

International Organization for Standardization

LAN

Local Area Network

LV

Low Voltage

MAC

Message Authentication Code

mgmt

Management

MIB

Management Information Base

MMS

Manufacturing Message Specification

MPLS

Multiprotocol Label Switching

MV

Medium Voltage

MVDAC

Medium Voltage Data Acquisition and Control
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NIC

Network Interface Controller

NIST

National Institute of Standards and Technology

NSM

Network and System Management

NTP

Network Time Protocol

O&M

Operation & Maintenance

OASIS

Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards

OCSP

Online Certificate Status Protocol

OLE

Object Linking and Embedding

OPC

OLE for Process Control

OSI

Open Systems Interconnections

PDH

Plesiochronous Digital Hierarchy

PEV

Plug-in-vehicles

QoS

Quality of Service

RA

Registration Authority

RADIUS

Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service

RBAC

Role-based Access Control
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RFC

Request For Comments

RFID

Radio Frequency IDentification

RTU

Remote Terminal Unit

SCADA

Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition

SCP

Secure Copy

SG

Smart Grid

SMV

Sample Measured Values

SOAP

Simple Object Access Protocol

SRTP

Secure Real-time Transport Protocol

SSH

Secure Shell

SSL

Secure Sockets Layer

STP

Spanning Tree Protocol

SW

Software

TASE

Telecontrol Application Service Element

TC

Technical Committee

TCP

Transmission Control Protocol
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TLS

Transport Layer Security

UA

Unified Architecture

UDP

User Datagram Protocol

VoIP

Voice over IP

VHV

Very High Voltage

VLAN

Virtual Local Area Network

VPN

Virtual Private Network

W3C

World Wide Web Consortium

WG

Work Group

WiFi

Wireless Fidelity

WPA

Wi-Fi Protected Access

XML

Extensible Markup Language
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